F 0155 Molecular Biology Building (Lewis Thomas Laboratory), Princeton University, Princeton, NJ – Payette Associates

F 0156 Middleton Inn, Dorchester County, SC – Clark & Menefee

F 0157 Salk Institute for Biological Studies, East Building, La Jolla, CA – Anshen & Allen

F 0158 Biotechnology Research Facility, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY – N/A

F 0159 Franklin Delano Roosevelt Memorial, New York, NY – David Wisdom and Mitchell / Giurgola Associates

F 0160 Maxwell School of Citizenship addition (Eggers Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Bohlin Cywinski Jackson
  - Schmertz, Mildred F. "Cassic context: Melvin A. Eggers Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, architect." Architecture, 1995 Feb., v. 84, n. 2, p. 94-101 (Bird 4th Floor – NA1.A3261) (available online via Factiv)
F 0161 United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington D.C. – Pei, I.M.
  + Branham, Joan R. "Mapping tragedy in the US Holocaust Memorial Museum." Architectural Design, 2000 Oct., v.70, n.5, p.54-69 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A563)

F 0162 Rock n' Roll Hall of Fame and Museum, Cleveland, OH – Pei, Cobb, Freed & Partners
  + Litt, Steven. "Modern medley: Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum, Cleveland, Ohio, Pei Cobb Freed & Partners." Architecture, 1995 Dec., v.84, n.12, p.70-75 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A3261)
  + Stein, Karen D. "Cleveland Rocks." Architectural Record, 1995 Nov., v.183, n.11, p.[82]-87 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A874)

F 0164 Health Sciences Building, University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD – CUH 2A Architects
  + Gorman, Jean. "Core components [Univ. of Maryland at Baltimore Health Sciences Facility atrium lobby]." Architectural Lighting, 1998 Jan.-Feb., v.12, n.1, p.40-41 (available online via Proquest)
  + Harriman, Marc S. "Venting the laboratory." Architecture, 1993 Mar., v.82, n.3, p.111-117 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A3261)
  + Solomon, Nancy B. "Laboratory innovations." Architecture, 1993 Mar., v.82, n.3, p.123-127 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A3261)

F 0166 Princeton School of Architecture and Urban Planning, Princeton, NJ – Skidmore Owings & Merrill

F 0167 Residence of Mrs. Marjorie Stacy, Syracuse, NY – Webster C. Moulton
F 0168 Hynes Convention Center, Boston, MA – Kallmann, McKinnell & Wood
  • Dana, Amy. "Conventional difference: Boston's new convention center," Interiors, 1990 Jan., v.149, no.6, p.150-153 (Bird 4th Floor - NK3175 .I52)
  • "Glass and steel canopy, Hynes Convention Center, Boston." Progressive Architecture, 1989 May, v.70, no.5, p.175 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1.P7)

F 0170 Camden Aquarium, Camden, NJ – Hillier Group

F 0171 College of Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY – Gwathmey Siegel & Associates

F 0173 Mississauga Civic Centre, Ontario, Canada – J. Michael Kirkland and Edward Jones
  • Freedman, Adele. "Rave reviews for Canadian competition." Progressive Architecture, 1988 Nov., v.36, n.11, p.36-43 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1.P7)

F 0174 Sonne Residence, alterations and additions, Tuxedo Park, NY – Randall H. Korman

F 0176 Centre Canadien d'Architecture, Montreal, Quebec – Peter Rose
  • Podulski, Mark. "The design of the Canadian Centre for Architecture." ARQ: Architecture/Quebec, 1989 Feb., no.47, p.16-23 (not available at SU library)
  • "Exterior wall section Canadian Centre for Architecture Montreal, Quebec." Progressive Architecture, 1989 Aug., v.70, no.8, p.135 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1.P7)

F 0177 ECRC Communication Building, University of Scranton, Scranton, PA – Leung Hemmeler Carmayd
F 0178 Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, Renovation and Addition, New York City, NY - Gwathmey Siegel & Associates

F 0179 AT&T Corporate Headquarters, New York City, NY – Johnson/Burgee Architects
  - "Philip Johnson & John Burgee: AT&T Corporate Headquarters, NYC." Architectural Design, 1984, v.54, no.11-12, p.30-31 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A583)

F 0180 Fallingwater, Bear Run, PA – Frank Lloyd Wright
  - Rosenblum, Charles. "Holding up Fallingwater: Wright's drooping terraces will get a permanent fix." Preservation: the Magazine of the National Trust for Historic Preservation, 2000 July-Aug. v.52, n.4, p.21-22 (Bird 2nd Floor - CC135 H4983)
F 0181 Canadian Clay and Glass Gallery – Patkau Architects.
  • Fisher, Thomas. "Design as a form of inquiry." Progressive Architecture, 1995 Sept., v.76, n.8, p.52-61 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 .P7) (available online via ProQuest)

F 0182 Reid House, Johns Island, SC – Clark & Meneefee
  • Sachner, Paul M. "Local color: Reid House, Johns island, South Carolina; Clark & Meneefee Architects." Architectural Record, 1988 Mid-Apr., v.178, n.5, p.70-75 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 .A674)

F 0183 Cabin, near Green River, SC. – Clark & Meneefee

F 0184 Croffead Residence, Charleston, SC – Meneefee Architects

F 0185 Multidisciplinary Research Sports Medicine Center, State University of New York Health Center, Syracuse, NY – Gwathmey Siegel & Associates

F 0187 Unity Temple, Oak Park, IL – Frank Lloyd Wright


F 0188 Moderate Priced Home – Webster C. Mouton

F 0189 Darwin D Martin House, Buffalo, NY – Frank Lloyd Wright


F 0190 Hooker Office Building, Niagara Falls, NY – Cannon Design


F 0191 John Shedd Aquarium, Chicago, IL – Lohan Associates


F 0192 New York State College of Veterinary Medicine, Academic / Research / Teaching Hospital, Ithaca, NY – Davis, Brody & Associates

F 0194 Library Bookstacks, Wells Library, Wells College, Aurora, NY – Skidmore, Owings & Merrill

F 0195 Onondaga County Center for Forensic Sciences, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects

F 0197 Center for Environmental Sciences and Technology Management, University of Albany, Albany, NY – Cannon Design


F 0198 Zoeller Arts Center, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA – Dagit / Saylor Architects
F 0199 Massachusetts Institute of Technology Library of Architecture and Planning (Rotch Library), additions and renovations, Cambridge, MA – Schwartz / Silver Architects
  • Monefried, Andrea E. "In progress: six projects that employ modern vocabularies are featured this month." Progressive Architecture, 1989 Apr., v.70, no.4, p.33-34, 36-37 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 .P7)

F 0200 Educatorium Utrecht, Utrecht, the Netherlands – Office for Metropolitan Architecture
  • DE Croquis, n.79, 1990, p.142-164 (ARR reserve – NA5 C7)
  • EI Croquis, n.53.75, 1998, p.302-344 (ARR reserve – NA5 C7)

F 0201 Goldstein Auditorium, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Edward Larrabee Barnes & Associates

F 0202 Engine House No. 1, Department of Fire, Syracuse, NY – Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0203 University center renovation and expansion, East Stroudsburg University, East Stroudsburg, PA – Kieran Timberlake & Harris
  • Geran, Monica. "Kieran, Timberlake & Harris: a key building at East Stroudsburg (PA) University is reshaped to form a structural interplay of the old and the new." Interiors Design, 1995 Aug., v.66, n.10, p.64-69 (Bird 4th Floor - NK1700 .I61) (available online via Facilvia)
F 0204 Shipley School, Bryn Mawr, PA – Kieran Timberlake & Harris

F 0205 Musiektheater, Hague, the Netherlands - Office for Metropolitan Architecture

F 0206 Nederlands Dans Theater, Hague, the Netherlands - Office for Metropolitan Architecture

F 0207 Kunsthall, Rotterdam, the Netherlands - Office for Metropolitan Architecture
  o Giovannini, Joseph. "Rem Koolhaas: Kunsthall, Rotterdam, Netherlands, Office for Metropolitan Architecture." *Architecture, 1993 Sept.,* v.82, n.9, p.86-89 (Bird 4th Floor - Call Number: NA1.A3261) (available online via ProQuest)
• El Croquis, n.79, 1996, p.74-105 (ARR reserve – NA5 C7)
• El Croquis, n.53-79, 1998, p.196-227 (ARR reserve – NA5 C7)

F 0208 Reuters Building, New York City, NY – Fox & Fowle Architects

F 0209 Bausch & Lomb World Headquarters, Rochester, NY - Fox & Fowle Architects
  o Rappaport, Nina. "Fox & Fowle's Bausch & Lomb headquarters." Oculus, 1996 Feb., v.58, n.6, p.5 (not available at SU library)

F 0210 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA – Marcel Breuer
  o Breuer, Marcel. Marcel Breuer Papers. 1934-1980 (Bird Library Special Collections)

F 0211 Dr. King Applied Science Community School Magnet – Joseph Richard Piraino

F 0212 Case Study House: House for Charles Eames, Los Angeles, CA – Ray and Charles Eames
  o "Case study house for 1949. The steel frame." Arts & Architecture, 1949 Mar., v. 86, p. 30-31 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A85)
  o "Year Round House." Arts & Architecture, 1947 Jun, v. 64, p.30-31 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A85)
F 0213 Hall of Languages, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Sargent Webster Crenshaw & Folley
  • “Hall of Languages, Feasibility Study for Renovation.” (Pamphlet – available online via library architecture subject guide, under “Local Architecture” – “Campus Architecture” heading http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/architecture)

F 0214 Chemistry Building, State University of New York School of Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse, NY – Quinlivan, Pierik & Krause

F 0215 Hall of Natural History (Lyman Memorial Building), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – F.W. Revels, E. Hallenbeck
  • “Hall of Natural History, Syracuse University, New York.” Interland Architect & news record, 1906 Jan., v.46, p.76 (Media Storage, Service Desk - Microfilm 4678)

F 0216 Sims Hall, additions and alterations, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects

F 0217 Law College, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Lorimer, Rich & Associates

F 0219 Smith Hall, building shell rehabilitation, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Robertson Strong Agar Architects

F 0220 Machinery Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Schleicher-Soper Architects

F 0221 Sims Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – F.W. Revels & E. Hallenbeck
F 0222 S.I. Newhouse Communications Center, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – I.M. Pel
  o "Syracuse University, School of Journalism." *Empire State Architect*, 1965 May-June, v.25, p.21 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 .E5)

F 0224 Watson Hall addition, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Bohlin Powell Larkin Cywinski

F 0225 Women's Gymnasium, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – N.A. Ronnino

F 0226 Holden Observatory reciever, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY - Syracuse University Office of Design & Construction

F 0227 Link Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Syracuse University Office of Facilities Planning

F 0228 William Pearson Tolley Administration Building, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Schleicher-Soper Architects

F 0229 Joseph Slocum College of Agriculture, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Syracuse University School of Architecture

F 0229a Slocum Hall Skylight, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Syracuse University Department of Buildings and Grounds

F 0229b Slocum Hall renovation, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Garrison Architects
  o Brake, Alan G. "Higher learning [Slocum Hall, Syracuse University], Syracuse, New York: Garrison Architects." *Interior Design*, 2009 Mar., v.80, n.3, p.70,72,74 (Bird 4th Floor - NK1700 .I61) (available online via Factiva, LexisNexis, Wilson, and Proquest)
• Staub, Richard. "Good bones win out: bringing together two eras of design at Syracuse University's School of Architecture renews a Beaux Arts building and finds the hidden green virtues of its original design." Oculus, 2009 Spring, v.71, n.1, p.32-33 (not available at SU library)

F 0230 Cornell West Campus Residential Initiative phase 1, Ithaca, NY – Kieran / Timberlake

F 0231 Carrier Dome, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Finch Heeray / Huber Architects and Engineers

F 0232 Carnegie Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Syracuse University Office of Facilities Planning

F 0233 Science and Technology Center, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Koetter Kim & Associates
  o Crostle, Michael J. "Art and science: Science and Technology Building; Shaffer Art Building, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York." Architecture: the AIA Journal, 1991 Jan., v.80, no.1, p.[48-51] (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A3261)

F 0234 Onondaga County Civic Center (OnCenter), Syracuse, NY – LeBensold, Affleck, Nichol

F 0235 Marilyn and Bill Tennity ice skating pavilion, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Clough, Harbour & Associates

F 0237 Women's new dormitory on Mount Olympus (Flint Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects

F 0238 Men's dormitory (Delplain Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects

F 0239 Euclid Ave. dormitory for women (Shaw Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Lorimer, Rich & Robbins
F 0240 University Place dormitory for men (Marion Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Lorimer Rich & Robbins

F 0241 Women's dormitory unit no. 2 and dining hall (Day and Graham Halls), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects

F 0242 International half-way house prototype – Bruce Sparano

F 0243 University Place dormitory (Watson Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Lorimer Rich & Associates

F 0244 Fire Station No. 1 – Skoier & Lee Architects

F 0245 Men's dormitories & dining (Booth Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects

F 0246 Parking Garage (Booth Garage), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects

F 0248 Wilson Commons, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY – I.M. Pei
  - Abercrombie, Stanley. *Wilson Commons:* Interiors, 1977 April v.138 n.9 p.84-89 (Bird 4th Floor - NK3175 .J52)

F 0249 Barcelona Pavilion (reconstruction), Barcelona, Spain – Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
  - James, Warren A. "Barcelona: reconstruction of the Barcelona Pavilion." Progressive Architecture, 1986 Aug., v.67, no.8, p.81-87 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 .P7)

F 0250 Center Armory, Syracuse, NY – Schopfer Architects
F 0251 Nanuet Junior High School, Nanuet, NY – Warren H. Ashley

F 0252 Skydome, Toronto, ON, Canada – RAN Consortium, Architects/Engineers
- "Toronto Skydome." Domus, 1990 Dec., no.722, p.8-10 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 .D67)

F 0253 McGregor Memorial Community Conference Center, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI – Yamashiki, Leinwieder & Associates

F 0254 Plans of various cottages erected in Ashton-Under-Lyne, Lancaster, UK – John Ross Colthart

F 0255 Queensboro Bridge, rehabilitation, New York, NY – New York City Bureau of Bridges

F 0256 Bear Ridge Elementary School, Armonk, NY – Warren H. Ashley

F 0257 Corman Hill Elementary School (Byram Hills Central Schools), Armonk, NY – Warren H. Ashley

F 0258 Byram Hills High School, Armonk, NY – Warren H. Ashley

F 0259 40 West 53rd Street, New York, NY – Roche Dinkeloo and Associates
- "40 West 53rd Street: a textbook example of steel's flexibility." Metalls in Construction, 1985/86 Winter, p.21-23 (not available at SU library)

F 0260 Cornell University, various buildings, Ithaca, NY

F 0261 Willard Straight Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY – Delano & Alrich

F 0262 Kingswood School for Girls, Somerset, England – Eliel Saarinen
F 0263 Stadium Market Center preliminary site plan, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects

F 0264 Trump Tower, New York, NY – Swanke Hayden Connell Architects
  • Sullivan, C.C. "Modern Monolith." Architecture, 2003 Feb., v.92, n.2, p.103 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1 A3261) (available online via Facitivia and Wilson)

F 0265 Oneonta Field House, Oneonta, NY – Gwathmey Siegel & Associates

F 0266 Hopkins Memorial CME Church, Syracuse, NY – Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0267 Art and Architecture Building, Yale University, New Haven, CT – Paul Rudolph

F 0268 Willard Psychiatric Center Rehab, Willard, NY – Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0269 As built measured drawings of Interiors at Masonic Temple Building – Kermit Lee Architects

F 0270 Elfreth's Alley (Cherry Street), Philadelphia, PA – Public Works Admin. Program
  • "Elfreth's Alley: once known as Gilbert's Alley, now known as Cherry Street, Philadelphia: Colonial architecture, eighteenth century." Federal Architect, 1939 Jan., v. 9, p. 34-36 (not available at SU library)

F 0271 Whitman School of Management, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY - Fox & Fowl Architects
  • Applebaum, Alac. "Stair tactic: Bruce Fowlie designs buildings to get people moving." Metropolis, 2008 Feb., v.27, n.7, p.48,50 (Bird 4th Floor – NA735.N5 M47)

F 0272 Mohonasen Junior-Senior High School, Schenectady, NY – Warren H. Ashley

F 0273 Four Square Gospel Church of God In Christ, Syracuse, NY – Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0274 Men's dormitories and dining hall (Kimmel Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects
F 0275 Margaret Esherick House, Philadelphia, PA — Louis I. Kahn

F 0276 Gym & Physical Education Facility, Cazenovia College, Cazenovia, NY — Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0277 Hinds Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY — Syracuse University Office of Facilities Planning

F 0278 Animal Export Facility, Stewart Airport, Windsor, NY — Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0279 Moss Residence, Syracuse, NY — Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0280 Metropolitan Syracuse Treatment Plant landscape, Syracuse, NY — Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0281 Townsend Towers, Syracuse, NY — Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0282 Harrison House, Syracuse, NY — Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0283 Smith Hall, renovations, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY — Syracuse University Office of Facilities Planning

F 0284 Law Library, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY — Bohlin Powell Larkin & Cywinski
F 0285 Hall of Chemistry (Bowne Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – F.W. Revels
    - “Bowne Hall of Chemistry.” Brickbuilder, 1908 May, v.17, p 59-60 (Bird 4th Floor – NA1 A673)

F 0286 Physics Building, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – King & King Architects

F 0287 Promises at 838 W. Genesee St., Syracuse, NY – Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0288 Radisson Town – Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0289 Gymnasium (Archbold), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – F.W. Revels & E. Hallenbeck
    - “Gymnasium at Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York: architects Revels and Hallenbeck.” Brickbuilder, 1911, v. 20, pl. 74-76 (Bird 4th Floor – NA1 A673)
    - “The new stadium for Syracuse University.” Architect & builders’ magazine, 1908 Apr., v. 9, n. 7, p. 310-317 (not available at SU library)

F 0290 Pinic Rock Residences Development, Keenebunkport, ME – Skoler & Lee Architects

F 0291 Vicenza centro storico, (City plans, Palazzo da Porto Festa, Palazzo Chiericati, and Pianta del pianterreno) Vicenza, Italy – Andrea Palladio
    - Less-Milne, J. “Palladio’s Vicenza.” Architectural Review, 1939 Feb., v.85, p. 55-60 (Bird 4th Floor – NA1 A69)
F 0292 Residence for... - Walker Burns / Almost Architect Unincorporated

F 0293 Habitat ’67, Phase 1, Montreal, Canada – Moshe Safdie & Boulve David Barott

0294 Levine Hall, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA – Kieran Timberlake

F 0295 Crown Hall, phase 2 exterior repairs, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL – Krueck & Sexton Architects

F 0299 Visual Arts Center (Carpenter Center), Harvard University, Cambridge, MA – Le Corbusier
  o “Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, Harvard University.” Architectural Record, 1963 Mar., p.10 (Bird 4th Floor – NA1 A674)
F 0300 Seagram Building, New York, NY – Mies van der Rohe

F 0301 Life Sciences Complex, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Ellenzweig Associates

F 0302 Center of Excellence Addition, Link Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Syracuse University Office of Facilities Planning

F 0303 New student housing at 619 Comstock Ave (Emile Davis Hall), Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Mack Scogin Merrill Elam

F 0304 Link House, Syracuse, NY – Home Headquarters
  - Link House. (Pamphlet – available online via library architecture subject guide, under "Local Architecture" heading)
  - "Design Build Syracuse." (http://soa.syr.edu/westsideworkshop)

F 0305 Trump International Hotel & Tower, Chicago, IL – Skidmore Owings & Merrill

F 0306 Warehouse, renovations, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Gluckman Mayner Architects
F 0307 Newhouse III, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY – Polshek Partnership
  • Croesie, Michael J. "The message is in the medium [Newhouse III, Syracuse University]." Oculus, 2007-2008 Winter, v.69, n.4, p.36-37 (not available at SU library)
  • McKnight, Jenna M. "Polshek fuses media and architecture." Architectural Record, 2007 Oct., v.195, n.10, p.46 (Bird 4th Floor - NA1.A674) (available online via Factivia and LexisNexis)

R 0008 New Boston City Hall

R 0009 New Athletics Facility, Phillips Exeter Academy

  • See F 0166

R 0014 Monastery of Saint Clare, Middleton Township, PA – Degil/Saylor Architects

R 0016 Visual Arts Center (Carpenter Center), Harvard University, Cambridge, MA – Le Corbusier
  • See F 0299

F 0025 Seagram Building, New York, NY – Mies van der Rohe
  • See F 0300

(DVD) Center of Excellence, Syracuse, NY – Toshiko Mori
  • Russell, James S. "Testing Green Ideas." Oculus, Spring 2011, v.73, p.22-23 (ARR, Current Periodicals – N1 O175)

(DVD) Hendricks Chapel
  • "Hendricks Chapel, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York." Architect (New York), 1929 Mar., v. 11, p. 630 (not available at SU library)
  • "Campus – An Architect For All Seasons." (Pamphlet available online via library architecture subject guide, under "Local Architecture" – Campus Architecture heading http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/architecture)